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the the calculatedcalculated levellevel of of 

consumptionconsumption of HFCs, of HFCs, 

expressedexpressed in COin CO2 2 

equivalentsequivalents, , doesdoes not not exceedexceed

the the percentagepercentage, set out for , set out for 

the respective range of the respective range of yearsyears

100100--yearyear GWPGWP

HFCHFC--134134 1,1001,100

HFCHFC--134a134a 1,4301,430

HFCHFC--143143 353353

HFCHFC--245fa245fa 1,0301,030

HFCHFC--365mfc365mfc 794794

HFCHFC--227ea227ea 3,2203,220

HFCHFC--236cb236cb 1,3401,340the respective range of the respective range of yearsyears

of the of the annualannual averageaverage of of itsits

calculatedcalculated levelslevels of of 

consumptionconsumption for the for the yearsyears

2011, 2012, and 2013, plus 2011, 2012, and 2013, plus 

15% of 15% of itsits baselinebaseline

consumptionconsumption of of HCFCsHCFCs, , 

expressedexpressed in COin CO22

equivalentsequivalents::

HFCHFC--236cb236cb 1,3401,340

HFCHFC--236ea236ea 1,3701,370

HFCHFC--236fa236fa 9,8109,810

HFCHFC--245ca245ca 693693

HFCHFC--4343--10mee10mee 1,6401,640

HFCHFC--3232 675675

HFCHFC--125125 3,5003,500

HFCHFC--143a143a 4,4704,470

HFCHFC--4141 9292

HFCHFC--152152 5353

HFCHFC--152a152a 124124

HFCHFC--2323 14,80014,800
source: source: OzoneOzone SecretariatSecretariat
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nonnon--A5 Parties A5 Parties exceptexcept belowbelow

baselinebaseline: 2011: 2011--1212--13 HFC + 15% HCFC13 HFC + 15% HCFC

levellevel of of 

consumptionconsumption

20202020 90%90%

20242024 60%60%

20292029 30%30%

20362036 20%20%

A5 Parties A5 Parties exceptexcept belowbelow

baselinebaseline: 2020: 2020--2121--22 HFC + 65% A5 HCFC22 HFC + 65% A5 HCFC

levellevel of of 

consumptionconsumption

20242024 100%100%

20292029 90%90%

20352035 70%70%

20402040 50%50%20362036 20%20%

20362036 15%15%

nonnon--A5: ex URSSA5: ex URSS

baselinebaseline: 2011: 2011--1212--13 HFC + 25% HCFC13 HFC + 25% HCFC

levellevel of of 

consumptionconsumption

20202020 95%95%

20242024 65%65%

20292029 30%30%

20362036 20%20%

20362036 15%15%

20402040 50%50%

20452045 20%20%

A5: A5: IndiaIndia, Pakistan, GCC, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, GCC, Iran, Iraq

baselinebaseline: 2024: 2024--2525--26 HFC + 65% A5 HCFC26 HFC + 65% A5 HCFC

levellevel of of 

consumptionconsumption

20282028 100%100%

20322032 90%90%

20372037 80%80%

20422042 70%70%

20472047 15%15%
source: source: OzoneOzone SecretariatSecretariat
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HFO/HCFOHFO/HCFO

High/LowHigh/Low--GWPGWP HFCHFC

NonNon--syntheticsynthetic

NotNot--InIn--KindKind

CFCCFC

HCFCHCFCNonNon--syntheticsynthetic HCFCHCFC

HighHigh--GWPGWP HFCHFC

NonNon--syntheticsynthetic
NonNon--syntheticsynthetic

18301830--19401940 19401940--19901990 19901990--20152015 >2015>2015
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R/AC sub-sector <2016<2016 >2016>2016

Domestic refrigerationDomestic refrigeration R600aR600a//R134aR134a R600aR600a//HFOHFO

Commercial Commercial refrigerationrefrigeration R404AR404A//R744R744 R744R744//HFOHFO//water water looploop

IndustrialIndustrial refrigerationrefrigeration R717R717//R744R744//R404AR404A R717R717//R744R744IndustrialIndustrial refrigerationrefrigeration R717R717//R744R744//R404AR404A R717R717//R744R744

TransportTransport refrigerationrefrigeration R404AR404A//R744R744 R744R744//R290R290//HFOHFO

MobileMobile Air ConditioningAir Conditioning R134aR134a HFOHFO//R744R744//dualdual looploop

SmallSmall SizeSize ACAC R410AR410A//R407CR407C//R134aR134a R290R290//R32R32//HFOblendHFOblend

Large Large SizeSize ACAC R410AR410A//R407CR407C//R134aR134a R32R32//HFOblendHFOblend

ChillersChillers R410AR410A//R407CR407C//R134aR134a HFOblendHFOblend

HeatHeat PumpsPumps R410AR410A//R134aR134a//R744R744//R245faR245fa R744R744//HFOblendHFOblend
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R/AC sub-sector <2016<2016 >2016>2016

Domestic refrigerationDomestic refrigeration R600aR600a//R134aR134a R600aR600a//HFOHFO

Commercial Commercial refrigerationrefrigeration R404AR404A//R744R744 R744R744//HFOHFO//water water looploop

IndustrialIndustrial refrigerationrefrigeration R717R717//R744R744//R404AR404A R717R717//R744R744IndustrialIndustrial refrigerationrefrigeration R717R717//R744R744//R404AR404A R717R717//R744R744

TransportTransport refrigerationrefrigeration R404AR404A//R744R744 R744R744//R290R290//HFOHFO

solutions becoming available for most of the subsolutions becoming available for most of the sub--sectorssectors

flammable (R600a) or toxic (R717) solutions are not a problems for flammable (R600a) or toxic (R717) solutions are not a problems for 

these subthese sub--sectorssectors

blends under development as R404A replacementblends under development as R404A replacement
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R/AC sub-sector <2016<2016 >2016>2016

MobileMobile Air ConditioningAir Conditioning R134aR134a HFOHFO//R744R744//dualdual looploop

The main reason to develop HFOThe main reason to develop HFO--1234yf was related to MAC 1234yf was related to MAC 

applicationsapplications

At this stage there is still some uncertainty also where it concerns At this stage there is still some uncertainty also where it concerns At this stage there is still some uncertainty also where it concerns At this stage there is still some uncertainty also where it concerns 

the application of HFCthe application of HFC--HFO mixtures (containing HFOHFO mixtures (containing HFO--1234ze(E)) 1234ze(E)) 

for MACsfor MACs

HFO application concerns regard the production of HFO application concerns regard the production of ttrifluoroaceticrifluoroacetic

acid (TFA) when the fluid breaksacid (TFA) when the fluid breaks--down in the atmosphere and the down in the atmosphere and the 

fact that when it burns (car fire) it produces hazardous substances fact that when it burns (car fire) it produces hazardous substances 

such as hydrogen fluoride (HF)such as hydrogen fluoride (HF)

electric vehicles which need heating and cooling on board are best electric vehicles which need heating and cooling on board are best 

suited for R744 heat pumpssuited for R744 heat pumps
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R/AC sub-sector <2016<2016 >2016>2016

SmallSmall SizeSize ACAC R410AR410A//R407CR407C//R134aR134a R290R290//R32R32//HFOblendHFOblend

Large Large SizeSize ACAC R410AR410A//R407CR407C//R134aR134a R32R32//HFOblendHFOblend

ChillersChillers R410AR410A//R407CR407C//R134aR134a HFOblendHFOblendChillersChillers R410AR410A//R407CR407C//R134aR134a HFOblendHFOblend

HeatHeat PumpsPumps R410AR410A//R134aR134a//R744R744//R245faR245fa R744R744//HFOblendHFOblend

The most challenging issue is the lack of suitable alternatives for The most challenging issue is the lack of suitable alternatives for 

the replacement of HCFCthe replacement of HCFC--22 and R22 and R--410A in stationary AC410A in stationary AC

There are many HFCThere are many HFC--HFO blends under development, but it is HFO blends under development, but it is 

likely to be so that there can only be a very limited amount of likely to be so that there can only be a very limited amount of 

them in future; no refrigerant based society can cope with the them in future; no refrigerant based society can cope with the 

large number of blends proposedlarge number of blends proposed
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DesignationDesignation RefrigerantsRefrigerants CompositionComposition GWPGWP Replacement forReplacement for

RR--444A444A HFCHFC--32 /32 /--152a/152a/--1234ze 1234ze 12/5/8312/5/83 9292
HFCHFC--134a replacement 134a replacement 

MAC MAC 

RR--444B444B HFCHFC--32/32/--152a/152a/--1234ze1234ze 41.5/10/48.541.5/10/48.5 296296 HCFCHCFC--22 replacement22 replacement

RR--445A445A RR--744/744/--134a/134a/--1234ze1234ze 6/9/856/9/85 135135
HFCHFC--134a replacement 134a replacement 

MACMAC

RR--446A446A HFCHFC--32/32/--1234ze/HC1234ze/HC--600600 68/29/368/29/3 461461 RR--410A replacement410A replacement

RR--447A447A HFCHFC--32/32/--125/125/--1234ze1234ze 68/3.5/28.568/3.5/28.5 583583 RR--410A replacement410A replacement

RR--448A448A HFCHFC--32/32/--125/125/--1234yf/1234yf/--134a/134a/--1234ze1234ze 26/26/20/21/726/26/20/21/7 13901390 RR--404A replacement404A replacement

RR--449A449A HFCHFC--32/32/--125/125/--134a/134a/--1234yf1234yf 24.3/24.7/25.3/25.724.3/24.7/25.3/25.7 14001400 RR--404A replacement404A replacement

RR--450A450A HFCHFC--134a/134a/--1234ze1234ze 42/5842/58 605605 HFCHFC--134a replacement134a replacement

RR--452A452A HFCHFC--32/32/--125/125/--1234yf1234yf 11/59/3011/59/30 21402140
RR--404A replacement 404A replacement 

(transp. (transp. refrrefr.).)

RR--452B452B HFCHFC--32/125/1234ze32/125/1234ze 68/8/2468/8/24 710710 RR--410A replacement410A replacement

RR--454A454A HFCHFC--32/1234yf32/1234yf 65/3565/35 250250 RR--410A replacement410A replacement

RR--456A456A HFCHFC--32/32/--134a/134a/--1234ze1234ze 6/45/496/45/49 650650 HFCHFC--134a replacement134a replacement

RR--457A457A HFCHFC--134a/134a/--1234yf/1234yf/--152a152a 18/70/1218/70/12 150150 RR--404A replacement404A replacement

RR--513A513A HFCHFC--134a/134a/--1234yf1234yf 44/5644/56 630630 HFCHFC--134a replacement134a replacement

source: source: KujipersKujipers, GL2016, GL2016
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nno single refrigerant can be found to cover the broad range of o single refrigerant can be found to cover the broad range of 

applications;applications;

synthetic and natural refrigerants will cosynthetic and natural refrigerants will co--exist in the future and exist in the future and 

can be complimentary;can be complimentary;

continuous introduction of HFOcontinuous introduction of HFO--HFC mixtures will have to come to HFC mixtures will have to come to 

a convergence in the near future;a convergence in the near future;a convergence in the near future;a convergence in the near future;

development of natural refrigerants, especially CO2, show future development of natural refrigerants, especially CO2, show future 

improvements by the design of better cycles;improvements by the design of better cycles;

it cannot be only the “lowit cannot be only the “low--GWP” argument the one that will be GWP” argument the one that will be 

determining for the application of certain fluids;determining for the application of certain fluids;

NotNot--InIn--Kind solutions begin to appear in the market as potentially Kind solutions begin to appear in the market as potentially 

interesting, at least in perspective; interesting, at least in perspective; 

the best final solution will probably be the most appropriate the best final solution will probably be the most appropriate 

combination of energy efficiency, costs, broad environmental combination of energy efficiency, costs, broad environmental 

performance including safety, and many usage aspects. performance including safety, and many usage aspects. 
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